# Academic Writers Group (Sp. 2012)

*Krista Hiser, Kelli Nakamura, Philippe Gross*

## Motivation/Purpose
- To promote the completion of dissertations and the publication of academic articles.

## What Did I Do/Strategies
- **Completed writing dissertation**
- **Successfully defended dissertation**
- **Completion of the C4ward log after every meeting.**

## Aim/Goals/Intended Outcomes
- Finish dissertation and successfully pass dissertation defense.
- To write articles for an online database and academic journals.

## How it worked/Outcomes
- Completed and defended dissertation.
- Completion of 12 articles (500-1500 words) for Denshō: The Japanese American Legacy Project.
- Completion of article on famed Hawai‘i swim coach Soichi Sakamoto. Submitted to journals for consideration.
- Will spend Summer 2012 conducting research for future article.

## Resources and Constraints
- We invite new members!

## Contact Information:
*kellinak@hawaii.edu*
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